Instructions for Regularity
Regularity of speed chosen by the participant
The competitor must choose the speed that is most comfortable according to
your car and the route that passes.
The start is from the points selected by the organization, and from there should
circulate respecting traffic rules, as directed by the Road Book, to the start
Regularity Zones.
At the start will not be Given time to race cars But They Will leave in numerical
order in an interval of 30 seconds each, you will not Have Time to race.
When you reach the first area of regularity, the Road Book will have the
following legends:

Tramo que define su Velocidad para Regularidad en Llano
Section that defines its regular sped

26,…..

Autocontrol No. 01

00:00:00

29,…..

Autocontrol No. 02

…..:…..:…..

These two references should set the speed and maintain a constant speed
which is applied in subsequent sections of Controlled Areas. You should take
the time spent between these 2 references start a stopwatch from 0 in the Self
No. 01 and stopping at the Self No. 02. Record the time spent on the dotted
lines in the Self No. 02.

Then find the Controlled Areas led to the following:

Comienza ZONA CONTROLADA en LLANO
Beguin Regulated Speed Zone

32,…..

Autocontrol No. 03

00:00:00

34,…..

Autocontrol No. 04

…..:…..:…..

These 2 references must use the speed that employment in the area in which
defined its speed, must again start a stopwatch from 0 in the Self No. 03 and
stop in the Self No. 04, scoring his time on the dotted line in the Self No. 4.
There will be several areas where Controlled Road shall follow the same
procedure.

When there are routes that are not similar to the path where the rate was
fixed, there will be a new area to set a new speed, and from then on must
apply the new found speed.

At the end of Regularity Zones found in the Road Book, a self-monitoring sheet
called Form, which must be filled with data from the times taken in each area
and to be delivered by the end of each stage or place determined by the book.
With this data in their times, the organization shall determine the penalties in
each area according to time spent in the area of defining its speed.

